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NOTES:

*’Mixed’ could mean ‘mixed instruments’ (example: clarinet, tuba, violin, 
cello, and and two violas), or it could mean mixing sonicists (i.e., violin, 
rhythmic DJ, ambient DJ] with visualists (live videoist, VJ mixer, smoke/light/
laser mixer). Or, come up with your own mix!

** Also, the piece can last between 17 (for an abbreviated performance) 
and 42 minutes (if you want each player to play until his notation runs 
out, but that puts a very different spin on ‘ensemble’, since the fifth player 
would end the piece with a 3 1/2 minute solo). That might actually be 
interesting., however.

HEXAGRAMS USED IN THIS SCORE:

Using the Hexagrams of Trichords (1985), the following two hexagrams 
were selected, and each section by individual players correspond to the 
number multipled by :30. Zero is equivalent to 12.
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#45
3 - 10 - 8   3 - 0 - 9
1 - 9 - 7  -  8 - 4 - 3
4 - 2 - 1  -  6 - 3 - 2
10 - 5 -4   11 - 8 - 6
9 - 7 - 5      7 - 3 - 11
5 - 1 - 10    2 - 1 - 0 

#12
3 - 10 - 8 -10 - 6 -3
4 - 7 - 1  -  9 - 6 - 4
9 - 7 - 6  -  1 - 9 - 5
2 - 10 - 9   11 - 8 - 7
8 - 3 - 2      5 - 1 - 11
2 - 0 - 10    2 - 1 - 0 

http://fau4930.pbworks.com/f/hexOfTrichords.pdf


FURTHER PERFORMANCE NOTES

This score won’t make much sense on its own. You will need to download 
and start getting familiar with mNotation™ online random music notation 
generating software (http://webprototypes.wordpress.com). 

Each performer needs a laptop, netbook, or mobile device capable of read-
ing Adobe Flash. Currently, the software is not compatible with the iPhone 
or the iPad, although I intend to port it soon for the iOS platform.

Performers should be able to watch the mNotation™ application com-
fortably while they play their instruments. Conventional music stands may 
be used for lighter netbooks and mobile devices; small portable tables are 
recommended for laptops.

ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS

Since the duration and density of this Sextet is variable, it is suggested that 
concert versions of the work perhaps incorporate other performance ele-
ments. These elements include live electronic visuals (VJamming), ambient 
or non-narrative silent film, spoken word, live theatre, or dance.

A free videojam application, meme™ Jr., is available at this link: 
http://memejams.wordpress.com/memejr/ . Like the mNotation™ software, 
meme™ Jr. works on any laptop that can run the Adobe Flash plug-in in 
any contemporary browser like Firefox or Safari (Internet Explorer not 
recommended).  It supports a live video input, and a stand-alone version of 
the software can be supplied upon request from the author.

The time structure of Sextet can be applied to the additional performa-
tive elements, and instead of six performers, six performance parameters 
can be addressed by the score. For example, in meme™ Jr., each of the 
six ‘parts’ can apply to foreground/middleground/background visuals, and 
foreground/middleground/background electronic sound production, each 
parameter activated by part of the traditional computer keyboard (see link 
above). Scores for structuring a vjam performance can also be supplied 
upon request.

BASIC STRUCTURE OF SEXTET

The score does not specify ‘what’ performers do, it only articulates units 
of time. I would suggest each cue (colored oval) represents the moment 
when that particular player sets and changes the parameters of the mNo-
tation™ application and presses ‘BEGIN’, performing the generated nota-
tion until the next cue event. 

Parameter to be changed include event density/ensemble size (solo, two 
to five players, small ensemble, large ensemble, or enter your own value), 
musical vocabulary (single notes, duplets/triplets, special FX, or all), and 
dynamic range (softs, louds, all). These settings appear on the first three 
screens of the mNotation™ software:

APPROACHING THE SCORE

As the basic idea of ‘selecting parameters’ has usually been the domain of 
the composer (or the improvisor), it is suggested the ensemble collectively 
decides who selects parameters, and how. There are at least three ap-
proaches:

http://memejams.wordpress.com/memejr/
MAILTO:jbargste@fau.edu


2) PROGRESSION:
 section density vocabulary dynamic range
 1.  duo-quintet single notes softs
 2.  solo special FX softs
 3.  duo-quintet duplets-triplets softs
 4.  small group All All
 5.  small group All louds
 6.  duo-quintet special FX All
 7.  solo special FX softs
 8.  large group All All
 9.  small group duplets-triplets + louds
 10. duo-quintet single notes softs
 11. solo special FX softs
 12.  24 All All

3) DURATION-BASED:
 1.  12 All louds
 2.  24 special FX softs
 3.  56 duplets-triplets softs
 4.  solo single notes soflts
 5.  solo duplets-triplets + louds
 6.  duo-quintet single notes All
 7.  duo-quintet special FX softs
 8.  duo-quintet All All
 9.  small group duplets-triplets louds
 10. small group single notes softs
 11. large group special FX softs
 0.  large group All All

The duration-based approach requires the performers to map out their 
parameters according to their Hexagram series (the first performer’s 
series is 3-10-8 3-0-9 etc., so his parameters would start with 56 - duplets-
triplets softs, and continue with small group - single notes - softs, etc).

These are all, of course, merely suggestions. Good luck, and may fortune 
shine on . . . most of you!

—J.Bargsten (3.vii.10)

1) The easiest approach is to let the mNotation™ software randomly set 
the parameters for each cue. The performers each press the ‘SET ALL 
RANDOM’ button in the upper right corner after the application loads:

On the READY page, the performers click on the green ‘BEGIN’ button 
when the performance begins:

On each subsequent cue, the performers will stop playing a few seconds 
before their cue, and click the ‘PAUSE’ button on their screen. This takes 
them back to the READY page, where they will simply press the little red 
‘BEGIN with new random parameters. button when cued.

Two other approaches to structuring the parameters of each cue require 
a little more preparation, and involve the players creating their own parts 
and notes they reference during performance, along with the mNotation™ 
software. In the Sextet score, each performer is cued 12 times. In the two 
further alternative approaches, the ensemble could follow the same progres-
sion of parameter settings, or they could follow a list of 12 settings each correspond-
ing to the length of one of the 12 sections (from :30 for ‘1’ to 6:00 for 12) (12 units is 
used for the number ‘0’). These two schemes are listed to the right:


